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Public screening of The 33 at the Paideia Film Center. Tuesday, April 19th, 7:00PM, Paideia Film Center, Penn State University, 240-250 S. Woodruff Road, University Park, PA. Director Chang-dong Park crafts a story of family and loyalty in
which a group of North Koreans is forced to flee their home to escape the communists. Pushing to reach the southern tip of the Korean peninsula, 33 members of this family endure long hours of arduous labor and, when they finally reach

the coast, are confronted with starvation, the cold, and the uncertainty of what awaits them south of the border. The family grapples with the effects of displacement on their relationships as the differences between North and South
deepen. Until recently, zombie films were the standard fare for horror movies, and the genre has evolved to consist of multiple subcategories ranging from haunted house movies to lusty erotica. Many of these zombie movies are set in a
stark, postapocalyptic future, in which the population has succumbed to a crippling plague or is reeling from some other cataclysm. In this post-apocalyptic world, the living turn into flesh-eating zombies, who are either always hungry, or

who seek to infect and infect others until they gather enough brains to satisfy their insatiable appetites. This shift in Hollywood horror narrative has occurred after the hugely popular phenomenon of the zombie film, which began with
George A. Romero's Night of the Living Dead (1968) and gained mainstream popularity with Dawn of the Dead (1978), Day of the Dead (1985), and the immensely popular 28 Days Later (2002).
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korean horror k-dramas
are back! this is a

horror story where you
can meet a vampire

and a ghost. whoa, it's
a turn-on, right? well, if

you want to meet a
vampire and ghost, you
have to live with them.
you know you have to
face the truth when
they jump out of the
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closet and bite you. you
have to fight them off.
you have to kill them!
this is a drama with

action, suspense, and
romance. you can meet

k-pop stars and k-
dramas are coming

back! the film is a 1999
south korean romantic
comedy drama directed

by lee ki-hoon and
starring lee byung-hun
and song hye-gyo. it is
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based on a short story
of the same name by
kim keun-sik, which

appeared in the
magazine chosun ilbo in
1994. in an unexpected
twist on the dark knight

motif, the us military
has commandeered the

city of seoul and
blocked all inbound and

outbound traffic. the
only way in and out of
the city is through a
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single helicopter pad
located atop the

gyeongbok palace. a
group of reluctant

heroes attempt to clear
the city, but the

helicopter pad becomes
an even bigger

obstacle. a bevy of
obstacles, including a

family of four, a gang of
barbarians, and a giant
robot, all must be dealt
with before the city is
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cleared and the
helicopter pad can be

accessed. the box man
is neither the first nor
the last zombie flick to
take place in the city,

but it does feature
some of the most gory
and inventive kills of

any korean zombie flick
to date. this trio of

zombie films is
entertaining, but the

zombie land saga is the
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most original, with a
unique setting and

compelling characters.
the saga follows a

group of unlikely heroes
who seek refuge on an

island as a zombie
outbreak takes hold of
the mainland. they are

joined by a cast of
quirky characters that
includes a martial arts
expert, a crotchety old
man, and a mentally
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disabled teenager. as a
result, the story is very
much like a korean take

on the mad max
franchise, as the

characters try to escape
the island via an
enormous ring of

floating islands. while
not without its flaws,

this zombie adventure
is fun, offering strong

character development
and a fairly coherent
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